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BALtrans Group has received vast numbers of awards and

honours since its formation. In November 2006, BALtrans

Holdings Limited has been awarded “Hong Kong Logistics

Award for Enterprise, Logistics Award Hong Kong 2006”.

The accolade serves as testament to the Group’s

outstanding track record and contribution to Hong Kong’s

logistics industry.

The Logistics Awards Hong Kong is organized by the Hong

Kong Trade Development Council, Chartered Institute of

Logistics and Transport in Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Association of Freight Forwarding and Logistics, Hong Kong

Logistics Association, and Hong Kong Productivity Council.

The award aims to recognize participants in the logistics

sector who have helped to raise professional standards,

advance new technologies and provide high quality

solutions.

The Group was delighted that its performance is recognized by the territory’s logistics sector. The Group has long

sought to raise professional standards within the local industry and is honored that this time it has been chosen to

serve as role model to be emulated by its peers. The Group believes that the achievement is attributed to its

endeavor, from day one, to provide quality and innovative logistics supply chain solutions to clients while at the same

time making substantial contributions to society.

As one of the largest Asia-based freight forwarding and logistics companies in the world, the Group excels in airfreight

and seafreight forwarding, third party logistics and exhibition forwarding, air catering, international household removals,

marine insurance brokerage as well as project shipping. Through continuous expansion of its presence around the

globe, the Group now has network coverage in more than 58 countries, serving thousands of customers worldwide.

Looking ahead, not content with existing achievements, the Group will continue to provide creative services and

distinctive solutions to the clients while enhancing communications with other players so as to reinforce Hong

Kong’s status as a regional distribution centre and international logistics hub.


